A phrase which usually includes
a preposition, a noun or pronoun
and may include an adjective.
It does not include a verb.
An example would be ‘beneath
the duvet’.

prepositional phrase:

describes a noun.

adjective: A word which

A noun phrase expanded by the
addition of modifying adjectives,
nouns or preposition phrases.

expanded noun phrase:

used in a sentence to mark a
slight break between different
parts of a sentence or to separate
clauses. Commas can be used
to separate items in a list.

comma: A punctuation mark

things, animals, people, places
and feelings. Can be a common
noun, proper noun, concrete
noun, abstract noun or a
collective noun.

noun: A naming word for

Key Vocabulary

troll

Become an Expert!

TOP TIP: If you are adding more than one
adjective, use a comma to list them.

an ugly troll
the small, frail sparrow
my maths teacher

Now, think of adjectives or
modifying nouns to describe the
noun you have chosen and create an
expanded noun phrase, e.g.

Describe It!

bronze helmet

the strong, brave hero with the

the dark, scary cave beyond
the forest

an ugly troll under the bridge

To make your expanded noun
phrase even better, you could
extend it with a prepositional
phrase, e.g.

Extend It!

visit twinkl.com

Don’t use too many adjectives in your noun phrases, especially when the adjectives that you have chosen mean the
same thing, e.g. ‘the soggy, wet boot’ would sound more effective as just ‘the soggy boot’.

Try to remember...

Congratulations - you have reached expert status!

the muscular, valiant hero with the bronze helmet

the murky, intimidating cave beyond the forest

a repulsive troll under the bridge

To become a noun phrase expert, you must now level-up your adjectives by
trying to find more ambitious synonyms for them, e.g.

sparrow

First, choose the noun you are
going to be writing about. Be
specific with your noun, e.g.
instead of choosing the noun
‘bird’, choose ‘sparrow’.

Starting Out!
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